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Figure 1: Qualitative researchers work with audiovisual recordings to develop insights. The fgure shows a video recording of a
study participant using her computer. As a researcher, we want to understand why the participant gets distracted during work.
To do this, we look for audiovisual segments where the participant is talking to a colleague—these are the inspectables (marked
with yellow brackets). To fnd these, we need to look for instances where the participant looks away from the computer to
face their colleague, which are the detectables (marked with green crosses).

ABSTRACT
Audiovisual recordings of user studies and interviews provide important data in qualitative HCI research. Even when a textual transcription is available, researchers frequently turn to these recordings due to their rich information content. However, the temporal,
unstructured nature of audiovisual recordings makes them less
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efcient to work with than text. Through interviews and a survey,
we explored how HCI researchers work with audiovisual recordings. We investigated researchers’ transcription and annotation
practice, their overall analysis workfow, and the prevalence of direct analysis of audiovisual recordings. We found that a key task
was locating and analyzing inspectables, interesting segments in
recordings. Since locating inspectables can be time consuming, participants look for detectables, visual or auditory cues that indicate
the presence of an inspectable. Based on our fndings, we discuss
the potential for automation in locating detectables in qualitative
audiovisual analysis.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI ; User
studies; • Information systems → Video search.
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and present some design recommendations to improve researchers’
analysis workfows.
The novel contributions of this paper are:
• Results from interviews and a survey that help to provide
an understanding of the prevalence of direct audiovisual
analysis in qualitative HCI research, and researchers’ corresponding transcription, coding, and navigation practices.
Our contribution here includes the vocabulary and concepts
of inspectables, detectables, and reportables which help understand and structure discussions about qualitative audiovisual
analysis.
• A discussion of how automation could help researchers deal
with the important but laborious task of locating interesting
audiovisual segments in recordings, and design recommendations based on our fndings.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Qualitative research methods are often employed when data cannot be quantifed. They are commonly used in human-computer
interaction (HCI) [1] and social science [18, 35] research. In HCI,
qualitative methods are becoming increasingly prevalent. While
44% of papers from CHI 2014 used qualitative analysis methods
[5], a survey of CHI 2019 papers [34] shows that this has increased
to 62%. With qualitative research paradigms and software tools
being employed more frequently, we need to understand how these
research practices and accompanying tools are being used.
Coding (also called annotation) is an important component of
qualitative analysis. Researchers use keywords to categorize data
and subsequently use these categories to detect patterns and anomalies. Researchers often code textual transcripts, e.g., of interviews,
instead of the audiovisual recordings themselves. An important
reason for this is that text is easier to search and navigate than
audiovisual recordings [20, 25, 32]. However, audiovisual recordings contain additional rich information about behavior and user
interaction not available in text transcripts [12]. Further, creating
transcripts is tedious, and researchers often avoid doing it themselves, e.g., by paying student assistants or professionals to create
them [28]. Because of these reasons, researchers often need to work
directly with the audiovisual recordings. Despite the increasing
frequency and importance of qualitative analyses of text-based
transcripts and audiovisual recordings, there is a lack of research
aimed at understanding researchers’ needs and workfows.
To address this, we conducted interviews and a survey to help
understand researchers’ workfows when qualitatively analyzing
audiovisual recordings. Specifcally, we addressed the following
questions: How common is direct analysis of audiovisual recordings?
Are transcripts involved when audiovisual recordings are available?
How do researchers analyze audiovisual recordings? What do they
look for? Where do they look?
As we will detail below, we found that researchers employ a
predominantly bottom-up coding approach, in which they determine ‘what to look for’ only after watching the recordings, often
multiple times. Signifcant time and efort during analysis is dedicated to locating and analyzing the segments in the recordings that
researchers deem interesting. To locate these interesting segments,
researchers search for visual and auditory cues, such as a button
click or a particular sound, in the recordings that signal the presence of an interesting segment. Towards the end of the analysis,
researchers seek information in the recordings, such as interesting user quotations and screenshots, with the purpose of reporting
them in a publication or report. We discuss these and other fndings,

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we present some background information about
qualitative analysis approaches and researchers’ analysis workfows. We then provide an overview of previous research-based
and commercial tools that support qualitative analysis of audiovisual data, before discussing existing techniques for audiovisual
navigation, summary, and visualization.

2.1

Approaches to qualitative analysis

Common qualitative research methods include grounded-theory
based qualitative coding [36] and afnity diagramming [2]. In both
methods, researchers identify interesting text or audiovisual snippets, categorize them, and use these categories to detect patterns
or trends. While these methods dictate the researchers’ overall approach to analysis, individual research felds tend to follow more
specifc analysis methods. For example, in interaction analysis in
HCI, the focus is to understand how humans interact with other
humans, objects, and interfaces [22].

2.2

Researchers’ analysis workfow

Previous research has investigated how researchers perform qualitative analysis. Melgar et al. proposed a generic process model
that describes the various steps in media analysis by researchers
[30]; this work is grounded in earlier research on media analysis workfows. The resulting model includes four phases that help
us understand researchers’ workfows: exploration (background
research, develop research intent, gather data), assembly (select
corpus, collect more data if needed, select part of the corpus for
analysis), analysis (pre-analyze corpus, conduct exploratory data
analysis via visualizations, annotate data), and presentation (organize data and collect evidence for presentation). Although this
model provides an overview of various tasks in media analysis by
researchers, it does not investigate the mechanics of interaction
employed in these tasks.
Our paper is motivated in particular by Marathe and Toyama’s
CHI ’18 paper that sought to understand how qualitative researchers
interact with current software tools [27]. They found that the granularity and type of codes vary across diferent disciplines, and
investigated opportunities to automate certain tasks in qualitative
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analysis, e.g., with codebook development and management. Their
paper focused on text-based qualitative analysis. We investigate
direct analysis of audiovisual recordings.

2.3

Software support for qualitative analysis of
audiovisual data

Software applications used for qualitative analysis are referred
to as Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) tools. QDA tools beneft
researchers with organization of media fles and powerful features
to manage codebooks. While there is concern that QDA tools impact
the analysis method [13], the core of this concern has largely been
refuted [3, 38, 41].
To understand how efective QDA tools are in supporting qualitative analysis, a comprehensive study of QDA tools was conducted
as a part of the KWALON experiment [12]. A multimedia data corpus was analyzed by diferent teams utilizing various mainstream
QDA tools. The results showed that due to the wide variety of tools,
researchers would have to assess whether a specifc tool will suit
their workfow [31].
The most widely used commercial QDA tools are ATLAS.ti,1
NVIVO,2 MAXQDA,3 Transana,4 and HyperRESEARCH.5 Transana
is the only listed tool that prioritizes audiovisual data over text [12].
There are some research-based QDA tools that support audiovisual analysis, such as ELAN (EUDICO Linguistic Annotator) [40],
INTERACT,6 and Observer.7
Some research tools tackle specifc problems in audiovisual analysis. ChronoViz allows users to view and annotate diferent types of
time-coded data streams, such as videos, sensor data, and feld notes,
to support more comprehensive analysis [14]. MiMeG8 (Mixed Media Grid) and DRS [4] help with collaboration and organization
of multimedia fles respectively. The goal of our research is to understand how HCI researchers use these commercial and researchbased tools, in order to identify potential avenues for improvement.

2.4

Techniques to navigate, summarize, and
visualize audiovisual content

The fnding that navigating time-coded media streams is more
tedious than navigating textual data is well established in research
[20, 25, 32]. This has spurred several techniques that aim to improve
video navigation, e.g., by allowing multiple perspectives of videos
[10], media navigation at diferent levels of granularity [6, 9, 33],
and video navigation through direct manipulation of objects in the
video [11, 17, 23].
There have also been eforts to summarize audiovisual content
in order to reduce viewing or listening time. For audio, this includes eliminating silence or speeding up clips [37] and summarizing spoken text [15]. For video, techniques include providing
video thumbnails [24], video skims [8], and keyframe summaries
1 https://atlasti.com/

2 https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo-qualitative-data-analysis-software/home
3 https://www.maxqda.com/

4 https://www.transana.com/

5 http://www.researchware.com/
6 http://www.noldus.com

7 https://www.mangold-international.com/

8 https://www.surrey.ac.uk/sites/default/fles/MiMeG_distinguishingfeaturesFINAL.

pdf
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[16]. In addition to summaries, salient information in audiovisual
recordings can be visualized to support ‘micro-analysis’ [29], i.e.,
detection of patterns or structure in the recordings. For example,
DIVA visualizes annotations in a pseudo-3D representation to help
researchers detect patterns and relationships more easily [26]. In
music research there are many diferent visualizations used for analyzing music [21]. Simpler visualizations, such as waveform views
and timelines, are more commonplace in QDA tools.

3

HOW RESEARCHERS ANALYZE
AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS

In this section, we present fndings from interviews with researchers
who analyze audiovisual recordings using qualitative research methods. We conducted a survey to validate our interview fndings, the
results of which are discussed in the next section.

3.1

Data collection and method

To recruit participants for our interviews, we reached out to experienced HCI researchers who had conducted audiovisual analyses as
well as qualitative researchers we knew personally or through connections. We also recruited participants through mailing lists and
by emailing psychology researchers at our university. We recruited
ten participants (IP1–IP10, see Table 1) for the interview.
The frst three interviews (IP1–IP3) were exploratory, designed
to give us a general understanding of their workfows and where
the most acute problems lie. These exploratory interviews helped
us identify research questions9 that guided the next fve interviews
(IP4–IP8). In all interviews, after inquiring about each participant’s
background and expertise, we had them discuss their intentions
during their most recent analysis and walk us through their data
collection and analysis. We encouraged participants to keep their
recent analysis fles and analysis tool ready so that they could
walk us through their work. This simultaneously provided us with
better understanding of their analysis and gave participants the
opportunity to refect on their analysis process. Then we probed
for specifc things our participants looked for and discussed how
they looked for each. Analyzing data from these eight participants
revealed patterns that were strong enough to warrant triangulation
via a survey (see Section 4). After the survey, since we wanted to
gather specifc examples of what researchers look for in audiovisual
recordings, we recruited two more participants (IP9 and IP10) for
these focused interviews.
Our participants included two Master’s students, six PhD students, and two professors; they had varying amounts of experience
with qualitative analyses of audiovisual recordings. All participants
conducted research in the feld of HCI, except for IP6 who worked
in psychology.
Due to COVID-19, all interviews were conducted remotely using Jitsi10 and Skype11 . We recorded the session audio with the
participants’ consent, and took notes to inform our analysis.
The second author transcribed the interviews, and identifed interesting text snippets and insights from the transcripts and study
9 Our

principal research questions were “What do researchers look for in audiovisual
recordings?” and “How do they look for it?”
10 https://meet.jit.si/
11 https://www.skype.com/
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ID

Field a

Status b

Duration c Research intent d
(minutes)

General approach e

Tools used

IP1
IP2
IP3
IP4
IP5

HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI

PhD
Prof
PhD
MSc
PhD

71
41
60
43
28

Psy

PhD

29

Exploratory, direct annotation
Exploratory, partial transcription
Exploratory, partial transcription
Rough scheme, tabular notes
Exploratory with POIs, direct annotation
Exploratory, full transcription

ELAN
ELAN
ELAN
Spreadsheet software
MAXQDA

IP6
IP7
IP8

HCI
HCI

MSc
Prof

30
31

HCI

PhD

17

IP10

HCI

PhD

64

Find usability issues in UI

Rough scheme, tabular notes
Exploratory, full transcription, direct
annotation, and clips
Exploratory with POIs, freeform
notes
Exploratory with POIs, full transcription

Notepad, MS Excel
Video player, ELAN

IP9

Understand UI usage
Understand UI usage
Understand UI usage
Validate a prototype
Find infuence of an
intervention on a task
Understand people’s
relationship with an object
Validate a prototype
Understand usage of a
teaching medium
Assess a UI

NVIVO

Paper-based notebook,
video player
NVIVO

HCI: Human-Computer Interaction; Psy: Psychology.

b PhD: PhD student; Prof: Professor; MSc: Master’s student.
c Duration of the recordings. Does not include the time taken

for the initial introductions and fnal debriefng/feedback from participants.
abstract descriptions of participants’ research intent to retain their anonymity. For some concrete examples, see Section 3.2.1.
exploratory, but with points of interest they were looking for; rough scheme: started with a rough scheme that then evolved; tabular notes: noted
observations in a table; clips: extracted clips for detailed inspection.
d We deliberately provide
e Exploratory with POIs:

Table 1: Information about interview participants, including their research intent, analysis approach in a recent analysis, and
analysis tools.

notes. Some interviews were not conducted in English; the corresponding verbatim quotes reported in this paper are translations.
The frst and second authors organized the snippets and insights
in the style of an afnity diagram12 [19], in which the categories
were developed from the data.
We now present the main fndings from our analysis of the interviews organized into three subsections. In Section 3.2, we discuss participants’ overall research intent, and how this afected
whether they analyze mainly transcripts or audiovisual recordings.
In Section 3.3 and Section 3.4, we discuss what information participants looked for in audiovisual recordings, the navigation methods
they used to look for this information, and introduce inspectables,
detectables, and reportables. We summarize the key fndings in
Section 3.5.

3.2

How researchers prepare to work with
audiovisual recordings

3.2.1 Exploratory workflow and opportunistic navigation. Our participants reported beginning their analysis with broad research
questions. Several research questions were theory-building, e.g.,
understanding how users perform a complex task using various
programming IDEs, understanding how users react to sensory interventions at regular intervals, or investigating how users use certain
12 An

overview of the categories that resulted from our afnity diagram is available in
the supplements.

tools for learning. Other research questions were about validating
a prototype or software application, e.g., by understanding what
insights users of a tool would develop, by checking if users could
understand the interaction ofered by the tool, or by determining
the efect a prototype has on learning outcomes.
These research questions served as a starting point for the qualitative analysis. Participants reported to know what events to look
for only at an abstract level; none reported using a predefned codebook or annotation scheme before watching or listening to the
recordings. This is similar to the open coding phase in text-based
qualitative analysis, in which researchers determine an initial set of
codes only after getting acquainted with the data. To get acquainted
with the recordings, participants reported employing an opportunistic style of navigation, such as playing videos at a faster speed (IP2,
IP5, and IP7), listening to the discourse in the background (IP5), and
scrubbing the video to identify salient video segments (IP7). Also,
several participants (IP1, IP2, IP3, IP6, and IP8) explicitly mentioned
that they approached the analysis with an open mind, trying to
“pursue what the data says” (IP6), which indicates the prevalence of
an inductive analysis approach. The evolution of their codebooks
or annotation schemes continues throughout the analysis (IP1, IP4,
and IP6), sometimes over multiple iterations (IP6).
3.2.2 What gets annotated—transcripts vs. audiovisual recordings.
Our participants’ research questions dictated their transcription
practice as well as what gets annotated. Transcripts are textual
descriptions that capture information in audiovisual recordings.
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While certain kinds of information, such as the verbal discourse
and observable user actions, require little to no interpretation, others, such as body language and other non-verbal cues, require more
nuanced interpretation and are difcult to describe adequately in
transcripts. We found that participants either annotated the audiovisual recordings directly, or they analyzed mainly textual transcripts,
using the audiovisual recordings for clarifcation.
IP1 and IP8 did most of the analysis working directly with the
audiovisual recordings. IP8 extracted about 20 video clips from
their recordings, so that these clips could be played in a loop via
a conventional video player for a more focused analysis. Many
participants (IP2, IP3, IP4, IP5, and IP7) performed what we classify
as partial transcription of the recordings, and mainly used these
transcripts for analysis. However, they also relied upon recordings
during the analysis: IP2 and IP3 viewed certain video segments
after transcription to observe details, such as a user’s emotions,
that were missing from the transcript (“[The] participant did not
say anything while they [were] struggling. [. . . ] if we watch the video,
we will be able to note down that [. . . ] the participant [. . . ] expressed
some frustrations.” – IP2). IP4, IP5, and IP7 did not transcribe the
verbal discourse in a conventional sense, but took notes on specifc
events while watching the videos that were used in the analysis.
IP6 prepared full transcripts and used them exclusively during the
analysis.
Transcripts are not always limited to verbal information. For
example, IP3 included what component of the interface the user
was using into the transcript for context (“[. . . ] we had to see, OK,
so he is moving the slider, and then write in brackets behind that that
it was the [bottom] slider.” – IP3).

3.3

What researchers look for in audiovisual
recordings

Our fndings indicate that most participants either worked with
audiovisual recordings directly or used them as a supplement when
analyzing partial transcripts, e.g., to watch salient events in detail.
In this section, we present fndings about participants’ annotation
practice, which typically begins after getting sufciently acquainted
with the videos to determine an initial set of codes or events to look
for.
There are broadly two types of information participants looked
for in the recordings, which we coin inspectables and reportables.
3.3.1 Inspectables. During analysis, one main task was to identify
content in the recordings or transcripts that needed to be further
inspected and refected upon. We call the audiovisual segments that
correspond to this content inspectables. The goal is to fnd these
inspectables in the recordings, and analyze them further to derive
useful insights. Below are a few examples of inspectables (in italics)
that are inspired by examples from our interviews.
• To determine whether users understand how a slider interaction works, the researcher wants to inspect the audiovisual
segments after the user interacts with the slider.
• To determine how users converse with a voice assistant, the
researcher wants to inspect the audiovisual segments in which
the user responds to the voice assistant.
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• To determine reasons why a user paused a video, the researcher wants to inspect the audiovisual segments before
and after the video is paused in the recording.
To analyze inspectables, researchers need to fnd them in the
recordings, which can be time-consuming. We discuss how our
participants located these inspectables in Section 3.4.
3.3.2 Reportables. Towards the end of the analysis, some participants looked for information in the recordings or transcripts, which
they reported in their publication. We call such content reportables.
From our interviews, we identifed several instances of reportables,
such as quotes from participants (IP1, IP2, IP3, and IP5), images
or screenshots of the interface or user behavior (IP1, IP5, and IP8),
and video clips for creating a supplementary videos accompanying a written publication (IP5). For IP1, IP5, and IP7, identifying
reportables was a separate task, disjoint from the main coding task.

3.4

How researchers navigate recordings to
seek information

We discussed earlier that to develop an initial set of codes and
determine what events to look for, participants used an opportunistic approach. Participants also used the three following targeted
information-seeking approaches, in which they used specifc features to locate the inspectables and reportables in recordings. The
frst two approaches result in time-based navigation, whereas the
last approach requires the user to look for audiovisual cues in the
recordings to locate inspectables.
3.4.1 Time codes for backtracking. Many participants recorded
time codes13 alongside their feld notes or during transcription.
These time codes allow participants to backtrack to the relevant
audiovisual segment in the recording. For example, IP2, IP3, and IP5
recorded time codes of relevant audiovisual segments alongside the
user quotations they transcribed in case they needed clarifcation.
Some participants captured time codes by annotating the relevant
audiovisual segments before analysis, e.g., during transcription.
Although time codes reduce the time required to locate interesting audiovisual segments, they need to be manually recorded
either during the study itself or during transcription. Due to the exploratory nature of qualitative research, researchers cannot reliably
determine which audiovisual segments are interesting before they
begin the analysis. Therefore, backtracking via time codes is not a
readily available navigation method in most qualitative research.
3.4.2 Using information about the study structure. Information
about the study structure, such as timeline of tasks and experimental conditions, can help researchers locate inspectables. IP5
provided a good example of using a study’s structure to help narrow down possible locations where inspectables might occur (“[The
event] happens fve times, every three minutes, [for] 15 seconds, right?
[I] have basically looked at minute 3—and looked, uh, about half a
minute before, what they are talking about, and then a minute later,
has something else [i.e. interesting] happened?” – IP5).
3.4.3 Detectables. Some participants provided examples of using
visual or auditory cues in the recording to locate inspectables. The
13 A time code represents a point of time in the recordings. For example, 1:15 represents
1 minute and 15 seconds into the recording.
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inspectables represented events that were too hard to fnd in the
recording, but were usually signaled by the presence of another cue
that they could more easily detect. We call these cues detectables.
To help understand how inspectables and detectables work together, consider the following hypothetical analysis. Imagine that
we would like to understand how people use Wikipedia.14 We want
to investigate why users navigate within and across a wiki page. We
perform a screen capture of participants using Wikipedia. When
watching the recordings, we observe that participants often go back
to previous pages, and we become interested in understanding the
various reasons why users backtrack.
To make progress with this research question, we want to locate
and analyze all video segments before users backtrack—these are
our inspectables. We can locate them using certain cues, e.g., we
notice that participants always press the browser’s back button to
backtrack.15 Thus, the back button getting pressed is a detectable that
acts as an indicator for the inspectable. We can navigate the recording looking specifcally for back button presses, e.g., by quickly
going through the video to identify instances where the back button
is clicked. Note that we were not aware of this detectable before
collecting our data, and thus could not have generated logs to allow
for an easier detection of button clicks.
While in the given example the detectable was objective and
concrete, we also consider more abstract, subjective cues detectables. For example, if you want to investigate the instances where
participants became angry, a suitable detectable might involving
analyzing participants’ facial expressions. One reason for distinguishing detectables and inspectables is that detectables lend themselves more readily to automatic detection—a topic we will return
to in Section 5.

3.5

Key takeaways

In summary, the key fndings from our interviews are:
• Audiovisual recordings contain rich information not available in text. Most participants either coded the recordings
directly, or used them in addition to transcripts.
• Most participants do not know what to look for before the
analysis begins.
• After familiarizing themselves with the recordings, participants’ wanted to locate and analyze interesting audiovisual
segments called inspectables.
• To fnd inspectables, which can be tedious, participants used
visual and auditory cues called detectables.
• Towards the end of the analysis, participants also sought
information like screenshots and quotes to report in their
work. We call such information reportables.

14 Wikipedia

is an online, crowd-sourced encyclopedia. https://www.wikipedia.org/
In reality, users may use multiple diferent ways to backtrack, e.g., also use keyboard
shortcuts—an inspectable might have multiple detectables. But in such a case we simply
need to fnd more detectables. For the sake of simplicity, we assume a single detectable
in our example.

15
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4

SURVEY

To triangulate the fndings from our interviews, and better understand what researchers need when doing qualitative audiovisual
analysis, we conducted an online survey.16

4.1

Method

To get responses from a representative sample of HCI researchers,
we sent the survey to frst authors of CHI ’19 papers that reported
qualitative analysis of audiovisual recordings.17
We excluded two authors who had given feedback on a pilot of
our survey to avoid any conficts or biases. We also sent the survey
to a local HCI research lab’s mailing list and a Slack18 group for HCI
researchers. The survey was closed after two weeks. 66 respondents
took the survey, and the survey took about ten minutes to complete.

4.2

Details of survey respondents

Although we had no mechanism to detect whether the answer came
from a CHI ’19 author or from our other postings, we suspect that
the majority of respondents are CHI authors, as many of them had
responded to our email confrming their participation. Respondents
from ten diferent nationalities took the survey, with most from
the US (54%) or the UK (19%), and were either PhD students (65%),
academic researchers (12%), e.g., postdoctoral researchers and professors, or Master’s students (12%). Only 23% of the respondents had
conducted fewer than three qualitative analyses with audiovisual
data, while 36% had fnished 3–5, 23% between 6 and 20, and 18%
had conducted over 20 analyses.
We present selected results from the survey that informed our
understanding of how researchers analyze audiovisual recordings.
Respondents were asked to answer the survey questions in the
context of their most recent qualitative analyses of audiovisual data.
If they wanted to contribute multiple analyses, they were instructed
to take the survey multiple times.

4.3

What gets analyzed? Audio vs. video

24% of respondents used only audio recordings, 61% used both audio
and video recordings, and only 3% used solely video recordings
(i.e., without audio). Analyses that used only audio tend to follow a
similar workfow, e.g., all such analyses utilized a full transcription
of the recordings. Analyses that involved both audio and video, on
the other hand, did not exhibit a unifed workfow. We found two
sub-groups of analyses that involved both audio and video:
• Analyses that focused primarily on the audio, in which the
video acted as a supplement, e.g., a think-aloud study with
a screen recording. Here, the analysis was done primarily
on transcripts, and the recordings were used only to clarify
ambiguous statements, e.g., “this button is broken.”
• Analyses that focused on rich behavior in both audio and
video, e.g., a longitudinal study about drivers’ GPS usage.
Since such studies are interested in nuanced behavior that is
16 For

the questions and an anonymized data set of responses, please see the
supplements.
17 We used Reinhard’s analysis of CHI ’19 papers to identify these papers [34].
18 Slack is an enterprise communication platform. https://slack.com/intl/en-de/.
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difcult to capture in transcripts, researchers need to analyze
the recordings directly.

4.4

Types of qualitative research

From our interviews, we identifed diferent types of qualitative
analyses. Respondents were asked which of the following descriptions better ft their research questions:
• “Theory building. For example, modeling people’s behavior
when using a piece of technology, or understanding the meaning of objects in people’s lives.”
• “Validation of an artifact or hypothesis. For example, testing
a software prototype, or testing retention of information with
a new learning method.”
• “Measurement. For example, the time spent in diferent locations, or the time spent talking about diferent topics.”
Respondents could select multiple answers and give an open-ended
text comment. 63% of analyses were categorized as theory building,
and 29% as validation. Analyses involving measurement were rare
(3%), as expected for qualitative analysis.
Most validation studies had both audio and video recordings
available (17 out of 19 responses). On the other hand, 67% of analyses involving only audio were theory building. This is to be expected
since most feld researchers use interviews, focus groups, and diaries for data collection, and the largely verbal content is typically
audio-recorded and transcribed to allow for text-based analysis.

4.5

How exploratory are audiovisual analyses?

In our interviews, we found that most researchers adopt a rather exploratory style of analysis, where they identify what is interesting
only after watching the recordings. With our survey, we wanted to
see if this fnding holds true for a larger sample and, more importantly, assess the degree of exploration in typical analyses. To do
this, we asked respondents to rate the two following statements on
a fve-point Likert scale:
(1) “Before starting the analysis, I knew clearly where in the recordings to look and what concretely to look for.”
(2) “Only after I watched (some or all of) the recordings did I fnd
concrete events or aspects to focus the analysis on.”
We designed the statements to be contrasting—if a researcher
knew where and what to look for (1), they would not need to watch
the recordings before fnding concrete aspects to focus on (2). Most
respondents disagreed with the frst statement (51% rated it 1 or 2,
29% rated it 4 or 5), while most agreed with the second statement
(63% rated it 4 or 5, 18% rated it 1 or 2), mostly confrming that the
statements are contrasting.
The frst question, which we anticipated to provoke disagreement, had 29% agree (rated it 4 or 5), whereas the second statement
does not refect this group—only 15% disagreed (rated it 1 or 2).
Upon further inspection, out of the 14 respondents who rated the
frst statement with 4 or 5, 12 used audio and video recordings. It
thus appears that there are certain researchers using audio-andvideo recordings who have a predetermined notion of what to look
for. Interestingly, with their higher rating for the second statement,
they agree that they need to watch the recordings before fnding
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concrete aspects. One explanation for this is that while these researchers might have had predetermined research questions, they
nevertheless had to explore the recordings before they can defne
their inspectables (see Section 3.3.1).
We also aimed to quantify how often the coding scheme is modifed during the analysis, another measure for how exploratory it
is. We asked respondents to rate the following statement: “I had
a coding or classifcation scheme (from the start or after observing
some of the recordings) that was mostly fxed and that I applied in
the rest of the analysis.” 65% indicated that their coding scheme was
not fxed (rated 1 or 2). Only 24% reported using a fxed scheme
(rated 4 or 5).
Overall, these statistics show that more than half of analyses
are exploratory, evident from the evolving coding schemes and the
researchers’ need to immerse in the recordings before knowing
what to focus the analysis on.

4.6

Transcription

We asked respondents to rate the following statement on a Likert
scale of 1–5: “All information necessary for the analysis was frst extracted from the recordings into a more convenient form for analysis.
(For example, into a transcript, as quotes, or as video clips.)” 58% of the
responses indicated a strong agreement (rating of 5) with the statement. Only 15% indicated that they do not extract the information
for the analysis (ratings of 1 or 2). While the statement deliberately
left open what kind of extraction was used, this suggests that the
recordings had to be prepared for analysis.
The most common form of such data preparation is transcription.
The survey contained two questions that aimed to identify the role
of transcripts in qualitative analysis: what type of transcripts were
used (full, partial, or none), and how much they were used during
analysis.
72% of respondents reported preparing a full transcription of
their recording, 20% prepared a partial transcription (“only interesting statements”), and 8% prepared no transcripts. As mentioned
earlier, all respondents who had only audio recordings prepared a
full transcription.
To understand our respondents’ reliance on transcripts versus
working with the recordings directly, we identifed four levels of
transcript use based on our interviews and literature review:
• “I used only the transcript and did not revisit the recordings at
all.”
• “I used mainly the transcript and revisited the recordings only
to clarify in case of ambiguity or errors in the transcript.”
• “The analysis required information not present in the transcript, so I used both the transcript and the recordings.” (in the
following referred to as having an insufcient transcript.)
• “I primarily used the recordings instead of the transcript.”
13% of respondents used transcripts exclusively in the analysis, and 60% used the audiovisual recordings only for corrections.
25% had insufcient transcripts and one respondent (2%) reported
having a full transcript but primarily used the recordings in the
analysis.
All respondents whose analyses involved only audio recordings
either completely relied on transcripts or used recordings only for
corrections. However, when both audio and video was available,
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the use of transcripts was split: 50% of audio-and-video analyses
with a transcript used the recordings only for corrections, whereas
44% considered their transcripts insufcient. The two remaining
participants either relied entirely on the transcript or on the recordings.
This confrms our interview fnding that in most analyses that involve audiovisual recordings, recordings are either used exclusively,
for corrections, or for specifc tasks alongside transcripts. Overall,
32% of participants reportedly did not rely solely on a transcript,
but required direct analysis.19

4.7
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5.1

• Building on the example from Section 3.4.3, imagine we want
to fnd all instances where users click the browser’s back
button. Since the button gets darker when it is clicked, we
could capture the average brightness of the button’s pixels
and mark all frames where the brightness is below a certain
threshold. This would lead us to all segments where the back
button was clicked.
• Imagine that we want to investigate what participants said
to trigger a voice assistant. Since the assistant makes a characteristic activation sound before replying, we could automatically search for that activation sound in the recording.
After marking all such instances, we could much more easily inspect the segments of the recording leading up to the
response.

Key takeaways

In summary, the following are the key fndings we can takeaway
from our survey:
• Text-based analysis is dominant: 58% of respondents extracted information from their recordings into a more convenient form for analysis. 71% used full transcripts, and 20%
used partial transcript.
• Transcripts are not always adequate: 32% of respondents
could not rely solely on transcripts and needed to work with
the recordings directly.
• Most qualitative analyses that involve audiovisual recordings
are exploratory: 63% are theory building. 53% of respondents
did not know what to look for in the videos before analysis,
and 65% changed their coding scheme during the analysis.

5

DISCUSSION: AUTOMATION IN FINDING
DETECTABLES

From our interviews and survey, we found that a substantial number of qualitative analyses involve direct analysis of audiovisual
recordings. In such analyses, researchers face the laborious task of
locating and further analyzing interesting segments, the inspectables, in the recording (see Section 3.3.1). Since inspectables can
be abstract and hard to fnd in the recordings, we found that researchers locate them using information about study structure,
backtracking, or detectables (see Section 3.4). Of these, information
about study structure and backtracking are time-based navigation
techniques, and are already well supported by the traditional timebased media navigation interfaces in QDA tools. On the other hand,
to fnd detectables, which are visual or auditory cues, researchers
have to manually search the recordings.
To help with this tedious task of searching for detectables, automation via software support could be useful, as suggested by IP3
when prompted to imagine a magical tool that could help them
with qualitative analysis:
“We have done the analysis once completely. And then
we go back and see, aha, OK, is that maybe an interesting pattern which we haven’t yet thought of. Then
[a magical tool] would, so to say, let us extract these
[. . . ]” – IP3
In this section, we discuss whether such automation is warranted,
how efective it can be, and discuss considerations for design.
19 We

counted participants with the following criteria as requiring direct analysis:
reported having no transcript, having an insufcient transcript, or using primarily the
recordings to require direct analysis.

Call to automation in fnding detectables

Since the detectables lend themselves more readily to detection, we
propose to use simple techniques like image recognition and sound
detection to automatically fnd potential locations of detectables
in audiovisual segments. The goal is not to automate the entire
analysis, but only to help researchers with a tedious task, that of
locating possible locations of detectables of audiovisual segments.
To show how automation can be used to fnd detectables, we
provide two examples inspired by our interview fndings:

We now discuss the scope of such automation across various
tasks in qualitative analysis and its application to various research
questions.
5.1.1 Scope of automation. The most prominent application of
automation is to fnd inspectables via detectables. Additionally,
fnding reportables, i.e., user quotes or screenshots, may also require
audiovisual cues, which can beneft from automation.
Automation can even be useful before the analysis. From our
interviews, we found that researchers who perform partial transcription often look for interesting segments in their recordings,
which they transcribe for a later in-depth analysis. This process is
similar to searching for detectables, and can beneft from automation.
The approach to automation we propose is not dependent on
the research question (see Section 4.4). It is instead limited only by
whether the detectables in the recording, which are informed by
the research questions, can be reliably detected by software. For
example, in behavioral analysis, researchers often looks for subtle
non-verbal cues in study participants. Such detectables are hard to
detect automatically.

5.2

Design considerations for automation

Our call for automation brings up a classic question in qualitative research: Is it desirable to automate qualitative researchers’
workfow? Earlier research has called for the use of computation
techniques in qualitative analysis [7]. Work from Marathe and
Toyama on qualitative analysis of textual content fnds that there
is potential to automate many parts of qualitative research [27],
but that researchers want automation to be transparent, and desire automation only after coming up with a codebook and coding
some data. Our interview participants expressed similar concerns
for automation in analysis of audiovisual content: (“[. . . ] Sort of a

From Detectables to Inspectables

good balance between not letting others analyze my data so that [as
a consequence] I have no connection to the data, but also removing
the redundant parts of the analysis.” – IP1).
We now discuss some design considerations for automation
based on the insights we obtained in our interviews, survey, and
literature review:
5.2.1 Use simple, explainable, and reproducible techniques that focus on detecting primitives. It is important for automation to be
transparent and allow users to operate at a concrete level, e.g., by
detecting and tracking basic auditory and visual properties like
color, position, and audio frequency. Automation could also combine simple operations that target primitives, e.g., to fnd all red
squares that are within a rectangle, similar to existing stream or
video algebras [26, 39].
While complex techniques like neural networks may allow us to
detect more abstract, complex instances of detectables, they may
also cause the researcher to lose trust in the software, especially for
subjective tasks like determining whether a person in a recording
is frustrated. For this reason, it is preferable to use simple deterministic algorithms that can be easily understood, replicated, and
explained to others. In addition to promoting trust in automation,
such an approach also results in a more reproducible research. This
discussion is related to the ongoing discussion about explainable
AI.
5.2.2 Limit the role of automation to finding potential locations
of detectables. Automation should take a backseat in qualitative
analysis. Its role is to help the researcher fnd potential locations
of detectables, not analyze the inspectables. It is important for automation to minimize false negatives even if that increases false
positives. False positives can be manually inspected and removed
by the researcher. False negatives, however, would require the researcher to look through the entire recording, which is what the
automation was supposed to prevent.
5.2.3 Incorporate other data when available. Software that uses
automation should incorporate other data collected in user studies,
when available, so that automation can use these additional data
sources to help locate detectables. For example, assume that, in a
study, the researcher has captured feld notes along with time codes
in a digital format. These notes can then be used as an additional
data source for locating detectables, e.g., to highlight video segments corresponding to all occurrences of a keyword in the feld
notes. ChronoViz is an existing tool that supports visualization of
time series data from multiple sources, such as sensors, digital notes,
and GPS, to provide a holistic view of the data collected in user studies [14]. We envision future QDA tools to adopt a similar approach,
with an added support for automatically fnding detectables.

6

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our work with this research is meant to be a useful frst step in
understanding and supporting qualitative researchers perform audiovisual analysis. We recommend the reader to take the intended
benefts of automation with reservations, and consider the following challenges.
For one, we do not yet know how automation will be used in
practice. Will it help researchers develop insights more efectively?
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Or will it lead to less involvement from researchers, and thus lower
the quality of research fndings? It is also conceivable that, in certain
analyses, there are no repetitive cues, i.e., detectables, that can be
detected reliably by software. For example, in HCI studies that
aim to understand human behavior, software detection may fail,
or lead to too many false positives, requiring much efort from the
researcher to manually flter them. From a development perspective,
it is also possible that since detectables may be unique to each
analysis, the automation techniques need to be comprehensive,
covering several data dimensions.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied how qualitative researchers work with
audiovisual recordings. We found that 32% of respondents could not
work solely with a transcript but relied on audiovisual recordings.
An important task is to locate the inspectables to analyze in detail.
Finding the abstract inspectables is achieved through time codes, by
exploiting study structure, or by looking for concrete detectables
that indicate the inspectables. Towards the end of the analysis,
researchers look for reportables, which are pieces of information
from the recordings that they report in their publication to illustrate
their fndings.
We also discussed the potential for the search for detectables
and presented our design recommendations. We also discussed the
potential for the search for detectables and presented our design
recommendations. Our vision is that such automation can save qualitative researchers time and efort in locating inspectables, allowing
them to focus on analyzing them. We hope that our work sparks
further research and development to improve the tool support for
qualitative analysis of audiovisual data.
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